
Cost effective open source innovative enterprise 
collaboration and community functionality 
drives success
Just as social networking, blogs and forums are changing the way consumers connect, share information and 
make buying decisions, Enterprise 2.0 technologies and business processes are beginning to free workforces 
from the constraints of traditional communication and productivity tools. As a result, employees are accessing 
information faster, collaborating across the enterprise with greater ease, and gaining a competitive advantage 
through increased productivity and flexibility.

1Tech addresses today’s workplace challenges with Enterprise Collaboration and Community (ECC) Solutions 
that enable organisations to transform traditional, static intranets into dynamic, collaborative work environments 
through an array of open source portal and user generated content functionality. By connecting employees with 
each other, and with customers and other stakeholders through open source collaboration and 
community-building tools, 1Tech helps increase workflow efficiency, facilitate knowledge sharing and, ultimately, 
drive innovation and business value.

Enterprise Collaboration and Community Solutions by 1Tech transform employee communication into a strategic 
advantage. Managing projects and facilitating open communication between partners and customers, and across 
multiple departments and physical locations, requires a strategic approach to collaboration and community 
functionality. 1Tech’s uniquely tailored open source solutions enable innovation and project success through 
best-of-breed tools and seasoned development expertise. 1Tech’s deep experience across multiple vertical 
markets results in accelerated problem/resolution cycle times, rapid customisation and optimal ROI.

www.1tech.eu

Enterprise Portal
Solutions for 
Our Clients

Open Source Enterprise Collaboration and Community



Open Source Portal Solution v Proprietary 
No need to pay for license fees, applications infrastructure and reduced customisation timeframes.

Increasing productivity and streamlining workflow through 
flexible collaboration and community functionality 
Companies today recognise that bringing community and collaboration functionality 
into the enterprise produces tremendous business value. Yet most off-the-shelf 
enterprise content management or portal solutions rarely offer the flexibility and 
agility needed to meet the growing list of organisational needs. Built upon 
best-of-breed open source technology, 1Tech’s ECC Solutions enable organisations 
to fully harness a wide range of community and collaboration functionality across 
an array of enterprise-wide initiatives, including:

Intranets
Many organisations today are adopting Enterprise 2.0 functionality to transform 
static command-and-control intranets into dynamic work environments that 
facilitate community and collaboration. Through enabling features such as blogs, 
wikis, forums, RSS and email feeds, as well as search and retrieval capability, 
1Tech’s ECC Solutions are allowing organisations to provide more timely information 
to employees and facilitating more meaningful communication. Introducing 
community and collaboration functionality at the intranet level achieves numerous 
business advantages, including faster and more cost-effective workflow, and greater 
innovation through flexible communication solutions that connect people and ideas. 

Internal communities
Today’s enterprises and intranets are evolving from monolithic entities into team 
oriented subcultures of product lines and revenue sources that may be organised 
according to skill, function or department, among other criteria. 1Tech understands 
that building internal employee communities within the enterprise offers tremendous 
strategic business and operational advantages. 1Tech’s ECC Solutions are designed 
to facilitate communication, employee interaction and feedback through industry-
leading open source platform capability.

Portal implementation
As a single access point to a wide array of content and applications, portals 
streamline the flow of information and increase productivity. 1Tech’s ECC Solutions 
seamlessly integrate portal functionality into existing enterprise systems to further 
facilitate communication, interactivity and workflow. From forums and blogs to 
project management tools such as task lists and calendars, our portal solutions 
offer tremendous value by consolidating project-specific information and easing 
search and retrieval capability.

Project collaboration
In today’s work environment, employees, departments and teams, often dispersed 
across multiple physical locations, are tasked with many projects, making it difficult 
to collaborate, manage file versions, track progress and complete tasks on schedule. 
Facilitating a unified organisational vision is the key to project success. Through an 
array of best-of-breed open source project collaboration tools, 1Tech’s ECC Solutions 
streamline workflow, promote effective communication among employees and, 
ultimately, enable teams to bring projects in on time and under budget. Whether 
integrating features into an existing platform or building a collaborative environment 
from the ground up, 1Tech customises collaboration solutions to fit your unique needs.

Keep it for low TCO
When you choose our open source portal solution Liferay your organisation 
benefits from an exceptionally low total cost of ownership. 

While other portals make you pay for additional features, Liferay Portal comes 
with over 60 tools, over 20 themes, and a number of developer tools. We provide 
you with as many resources as possible to accomplish whatever it is that you 
want to do (web publishing, collaboration, social networking, administration, etc.) 
at no additional cost. Moreover, as Liferay Portal is the only enterprise portal 
leader on the market with no software or hardware agenda, you are not bound to 
using a particular IT stack and invest in only what you need for the life of your 
portal project.

Capabilities
• Scalable social media and project collaboration functionality 
and integration for enterprise-wide intranets or specific internal 
communities

• Portal framework that enables users to fully leverage 
collaboration tools in an enterprise setting

• Rules-based document repositories that ensure version 
control and easy file checkin/ check-out functionality

• Integration of email and status alerts, time tracking 
functionality, and other tools that optimise project management 
efficiency

• User-friendly interfaces with Common Internet File System 
(CIFS) Protocol and WebDAV support

• Best-in-class security with authentication and permission 
levels that can accommodate varying user roles 

Benefits
• Lower costs and dramatically improve ROI by redirecting IT 
money to revenue generating business functions

• Easily deploy, migrate and integrate content with existing 
enterprise applications, workflows and business processes

• Ensure business user adoption with seamless and 
consolidated content repositories and easy to use interfaces

• Reduce customisation and development costs with open 
standards and interfaces

• Streamline workflow with records and email lifecycle 
management across all departments, business units and offices

• Realise cost savings through zero licensing fees, no forced 
upgrades or vendor "lock-ins"

Featured Partners
�

As a Preferred Partner for Liferay, 1Tech offers extensive Liferay 
Portal expertise. Our portal solutions provide a robust, easy-to-
maintain and cost-effective alternative to proprietary applications.
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